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Abstract

A novel unsupervised method using a notional reference group of ’no interest’ generated
by the data itself is used in the simultaneous eigen analysisof the dependence and inter-
dependence of five (normalised) platelet function measureson the carriage of 1436 SNPs
covering 118 genes. No genetic model is posed and empirical Bayes estimates are deployed
to ensure conservatism. Genetic determinants of modest dimensionality are found by on-
tology algebra over a factorially designed multi-block ligand challenge experiment. SNP
aggregation for PLS path modelling is discussed in the lightof gene sub-structure results.
Keywords: biomarker, bloodomics, divergences, gedanken referencegroup, quadratic dis-
criminant, SVD

INTRODUCTION. Individualised divergences (Bowman and Delrieu(2009c))(Charalambous
et al.(2008))(Delrieu and Bowman(2006)) are a transformation from data space to an addi-
tive information space that an instance of a measured variate gives to the research question
of interest. They require a reference comparator group appropriate to the contrast instanti-
ated by that question and have been usefully deployed in genetic case-control analysis (Al-
firevic et al.(2009))(Bowman and Delrieu(2009a))(Bowman and Delrieu(2009b))(Delrieu et
al.(2005))(Pirmohamed et al.(2007)). Also of interest is to see if biomarker carriage is asso-
ciated with measured phenotypic outcomes in asinglesample of individuals. Here, given that
’a signal of no interest’ is thelack of association, marginal divergences can be posed versus a
notional ’null’ reference group in an unsupervised ’gedanken’ analysis. Interdependencies of
such (i.e. evidences formed by the measured outcomes ’projected’ onto each marker (Bow-
man et al.(2006))) can be explored within a physiological functional measure (and between
functional measures by column-wise ’block’ concatenation) using eigen analysis in the platelet
physiology example herein. Diminishing variance latent factors in the information space triage
the importance of the carriage of any correlated biomarker sets within and between phenotypic
measures. These supersets can be parsimoniously displayedtopologically. The approach is
summarised in Table 1.

MATERIAL Data (8/6/09) from the Bloodomics Consortium (Jones et al.(2009)) of blood
donor individuals 1 to 512 by 1554 SNP genotypes (snp1-snp1554), four normalised platelet
functional measures [f1: P-selectin expression in response to ADP;f2: P-selectin expression in
response to CRP;f3: Fibrinogen binding in response to ADP; and,f4: Fibrinogen binding in
response to CRP] and platelet size was used. A physiologicalscheme of their factorial inter-
relations according to current thinking is shown in Figure 3. Genotypes were coded as 1=ma-
jor homozygous, 2=heterozygous, 3=minor homozygous. Monomorphic SNPs were removed
yielding 1436 SNPs. Subjects with excessive missing values(mvs) - those poorly genotyped
- were removed yielding 497 subjects (i.e. assuming that mvswere due to poor DNA qual-
ity randomly over the subjects ascertained). Ignoring mvs,317 SNP assays in this final data
set had only two genotype states (1 or 2) i.e. they had no instance of the minor homozygous
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Item Traditional approachesMethod herein
Evidential measure Quant. trend analysis, Evidence ofanydeparture from ’no interest’

genetic model fitχ2

Basis metric p-value Observed divergence orlbf
Feature of interest Single SNP locus Self-correlated set(s) of SNPs
Pattern engine Tabulation SVD*
Summary Venn diagram Ontology algebra (Sudoku)

Table 1: Epistemological comparison of the method herein to traditional approaches. * = Not dimensional re-

ductionper se, rather ’Features of interest’ are taken to be the orthogonal (mutually independent) hidden or latent

factors which define data driven ontologies or ’pathways’ ofloci that are important in explaining the covariation

of the functional outcomes with genotype. The sign of components is arbitrary - only the relative signs and sizes

of loadings have a meaning in this analysis.

genotype - this was due to low minor allele frequency (all data had already been Hardy Wein-
berg checked). There were no mvs for the four functional assays nor for platelet size. 225
SNP assays had some missing values in the final data set⇒ total number of mvs in the final
data set of 1852 i.e. 0.26% of total data collected or 1.28 mvsper SNP locus. Of SNP loci
with missing genotypes, the range of mvs was 1-94 (mean 1.64). Any missing genotype values
in the resultant 497 subjects by 1436 SNPs were assumed to be ’missing completely at ran-
dom’. Platelet size was normalised by removing the overall mean (9.866901) and dividing by

Figure 1: Typical result of eigen analysis of the correlation matrix of lbf s - here 118 genes for functional measure

1 (P-selectin expression in response to ADP). Right - left axis has arbitrary sign.Left to Right:Scree plot showing

predominant importance of first two components; Loadings plots - note spherical dependencies; Score plots -

note outliers and quadratic discriminant form; Histogram of abs(1st principal component loadings); Fitted kernel

density - note group to right of important features in divergence space. This correlated set represent the most

important data-driven gene determinants in platelet function space.

the overall sd (1.162769) and denoted the fifth (normalised)functional measure. Gender was
ignored. It is expected that each platelet functional response will be polygenically regulated
and that in turn each genetic determinant will also have pleiotropic effects across the functional
measures.A priori, the platelet functional outcomes had comparable assays, all are equally
important and no extra weighting was used. DIVERGENCES METHOD: A quadratic method that
looks for any shapeslope change or any change inspreadwith genotype (independent of the
actualgenetic model present) was used. For each (normalised) functional measure (fi i=1...5)
and each SNP (k of 1436) the simple ’within genotype group’ (j=1, 2, 3, mv) unbiased sample
mean and variance over subjects was calculated yielding 5 x 4x 1436 tuples[mfi,j,k, s

2
fi,j,k

].
The tuples for the mv group were discarded yielding 5 x 3 x 1436tuples. The ’over all subjects’
unbiased sample mean and variance for each (normalised) functional measure (fi i=1...5) and
each SNP (k of 1436) was calculated yielding 5 x 1436 tuples[µ = mfi,5,k, σ

2 = s2
fi,5,k]. This
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represents a ’probe of no interest’ (clearly uniform over the k SNP space) - an uninteresting
’ideal’ or an unimportant notional ’gedanken’ reference group that retains the overall location
of dependencies between the measures. Note, in no case wass2

fi,5,k = 0. Numbers of subjects
were similarly counted to yield 5 x 4 x 1436 values ofnfi,j,k and 5 x 1436 values of estimates
nfi,5,k=497 (throughout). Note that mv is retained as a group here. The ’over all subjects’
unbiased sampleµ andσ2 estimates were used empirically as a data-derived conjugate prior
distribution to yield Bayesian posterior ’within genotypegroup’ estimates. If the data and prior
were normally distributed and the variance was known, the (normal) Bayesian posterior mode
for µ is

µ̂ = (
mfi,5,k

s2
fi,5,k

+
nfi,j,k.mfi,j,k

s2
fi,j,k

)/(
1

s2
fi,5,k

+
nfi,j,k

s2
fi,j,k

)

If s2
fi,j,k

= 0 then µ̂ was set tomfi,j,k conservatively. If the data was normally distributed,
the mean was known, and the prior was a scaled inverse chi-squared distribution (i.e. say
SICS(x; 496, s2

fi,5,k) here); then the (scaled inverse chi-squared) Bayesian posterior mode for
σ2 is

σ̂2 =
ν.θ

ν + 2

whereν = 496 + nfi,j,k and

θ =
496.s2

fi,5,k + (nfi,j,k − 1).s2
fi,j,k

496 + nfi,j,k

Using these ’smoothers’, the ’within SNP genotype group’ signal must overwhelm the ’over
all subjects’ notional signal (for each functional measure) in order to be regarded as distinct.
This yields 5 x 3 x 1436 maximuma posteriori[µ̂fi,j,k, σ̂

2
fi,j,k

] tuples. The observed individu-
alised (x of 497) log likelihood ratio (lbffi,j,k|x) value for each individual, genotype group and
(normalised) functional measure was calculated as per (Bowman et al.(2006)):

ln(σ̂2
fi,j,k

) +
(fi|x− µ̂fi,j,k)

2

σ̂2
fi,j,k

− ln(s2
fi,5,k) −

(fi|x−mfi,5,k)
2

s2
fi,5,k

where |x means given that individual’s value of their functional measurefi. This measures
the observeddirecteddifference that individual instance gives to the distinction between the
likelihood space of assuming the three genotype groups and that of assuming the gedanken
reference. Any individualised evidence (lbffi,4,k|x) for any missing genotype value (of the small
number remaining) was estimated by the weighted evidence across the three genotype groups
evaluated for that individual’s functional measurefi value (and the kth SNP) as:

nfi,1,k.lbffi,1,k|x + nfi,2,k.lbffi,2,k|x + nfi,3,k.lbffi,3,k|x

497 − nfi,4,k

if three genotype groups were present. Or:

nfi,1,k.lbffi,1,k|x + nfi,2,k.lbffi,2,k|x

497 − nfi,4,k

if only two genotypes were present for the kth SNP. Finally the 497 x 1436 SNP dataD was
replaced element-wise by its corresponding evidence valuelbffi,j,k|x j=1...4 for the ith func-
tional measure separately (thus retaining the SNP co-occurrence structure of the data). For the
evidence value of each functional measure, the 1436 x 1436 correlation matrix (=MSCSSCP of
this non-linearly transformed SNP data) was formed and the rotational/shrinkage operator eigen
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Figure 2: Gene structure: P-selectin | ADP. Showing multi-componentscreeplots, loadings (sets in dotted boxes)

and scores for each gene.Left: PEAR1. Right: GP6. More sophisticated aggregation (SNPs→genes) is needed

than just, say, mean, max, average of the top 3 etc for PLS pathmodeling.

analysis performed. To complete the data management, thesefive matrices were concatenated
column-wise as ’blocks’ to yield a 497 x (5*1436) matrixL instantiating, in the evidence space,
the co-occurrence structure of the functional phenotypic outcomes. The (5*1436) x (5*1436)
correlation matrix of evidences (=MSCSSCP of this non-linearly transformed SNP data) was
formed and eigen analysis performed. Using the SNP to gene map (with unknown genes given a
number 1-11) supplied by Chris Jones 10th September 2009, gene lbf s for each gene were cal-
culated by simple averaging of constituent SNPlbf s for each functional measure. This yielded
118 genelbf s per functional measure. For each functional measure, the 118 x 118 correlation
matrix of gene evidences (=MSCSSCP of this aggregated non-linearly transformed SNP data)
was formed and eigen analysis performed. To complete the data management, these five matri-
ces were concatenated column-wise as ’blocks’ to yield a 497x (5*118) matrixL instantiating,
in the evidence space, the co-occurrence structure of the functional phenotypic outcomes. The
(5*118) x (5*118) correlation matrix of evidences (=MSCSSCP of this aggregated non-linearly
transformed SNP data) was formed and eigen analysis performed. SUDOKU METHOD: Primary
and secondary gene ontologies (’pathways’) were formed by thresholding on loading 1 and 2.
Super-sets of all primary pathway, and separately all secondary pathway, genes were made over
the four functional measures and a Sudoku algorithm run. To whit, any genes occurring in their
ontology across all four measures was denoted as core (strong evidence). Rational pairings of
occurrence were denoted as strong evidence for placement inADP (a), CRP (b), Ps (c) or Fb
(d) adapters (see Figure 3). Then the loading and ranking (onan absolute scale) within that
functional measure for genes in the super-set but not in the ontology for each functional mea-
sure was examined and a second ’call’ of modest evidence madeif the ranking was within the
total number of genes in the superset (even if this call contradicted the strong evidence). Some
genes were unique to a functional measure and are marked withdashed ’short-cuts’. Outwith of
this, ranks within a functional measure near the total number of genes in a superset were used
to make a few ’possible calls’ of gene location in the schema.NB. Some genes could not be
initially unequivocally allocated into the presumed schema and are simply tabulated in Figure
3.

RESULTS. Typical example results for functional measure 1 (P-selectin expression in re-
sponse to ADP) are given in Figure 1 and Table 2. Ordination ofthe gene results indicate up
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to 2 genetically specified ’pathways’ or ontologies of relevance for each functional measure
and the functional measures combined. Each primary ontology (1st component gene list) and
each secondary ontology (2nd component gene list) can be summarised for the simultaneous
analysis of genetic dependence and interdependence of platelet function as in Figure 3. Gene
sub-structure is illustrated for two loci (PEAR1, GP6) in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Left: Current factorial physiological scheme for platelet function. Inputs (arrows with dotted outline) -

ADP or CRP. Outputs (arrows with solid lines) - P-selectin expression or Fibrinogen binding. Wavy boxes - four

genetically driven ’adapters’/postulated pathways or networks around a core.These transfer specific inputs (chal-

lenges) into specific outputs (responses) mediated via an assumed common dominant physiological core of calcium

flux (or equivalently all 4 pathways (a)-(d) are in step). Thecore may be central or peripheral topologically. Ge-

netic ’lesions’ in different intracellular locations willaffect outcome levels on challenge. Note: ADP is adenosine

di-phosphate; CRP is collagen-related peptide, a cross-linked peptide mediated via GP6.Middle & Right: Par-

simonious placement of genes according to overlap of ontologies from results of individual functional measures.

Bold loci represent strong evidence, italic ones representmodest evidence of inferred attribution to ’adapter’ by

genetic association with functional outcome (not adjustedfor gene size or no. of SNPs). The primary (P-selectin

dominated) and secondary (Fibrinogen dominated) pathwaysare mutually orthogonal (yet can share components

with each other). Dashed arrows indicate unique associations arising from a single functional measure. It would be

useful to match these gene lists with any known GO ontology ora priori schema of platelet function (i.e. adhesion,

aggregation, activation etc).
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